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Editorial

Industrial districts of Italy: Local-Network
Economies in a Global-Market Web

To Enio Benedetti

Industrial districts, flexible specialization or “Third
Italy” represent a well-known phenomenon of success-
fully cooperating chains of small businesses, mostly in
northern Italy and especially in the Veneto region.

The phenomenon of small business collaboration is
not limited to Italy and certainly not to geographical
districts. Networksof small and medium enterprises
(SME) is becoming a respected and rich field of con-
centration in the era of Network Economy. “SME Net-
works” is not only a concern of business and man-
agement, but also of information technology, regional
economics, self-organization and global competitive-
ness.

Current special issue of HSM explores the phe-
nomenon of Italian industrial districts through the orig-
inal research of of people most intimately knowledge-
able of the phenomenon ofTerza Italian – Italian
economists. The issue has been edited by Professor Lu-
cio Biggiero, HSM Guest Editor. The following seven
papers have been selected to form the special issue:

L. Biggiero: Italian industrial districts,
L. Pilotti: Evolutionary and adaptive local sys-
tems,
S. Albertini: Networking and the division of labor,
G. Corò and R. Grandinetti: Small and medium
enterprises,
M. Mistri: Industrial districts and local gover-
nance,
I. Paniccia: The performance of industrial dis-
tricts,
F. Belussi: Path-dependencyvs. industrial dynam-
ics.

1. In this issue

(1) Lucio Biggiero proposes the use of concepts
of cybernetics and systems, like feedback, hierarchy,

complexity, hypernetworks, requisite variety, recursiv-
ity and second-order cybernetics, as being the proper
tools for studying and understanding SMEs and IDs.
He states: “Cybernetics offers a sound theoretical ba-
sis for understanding the key concepts and redirecting
industrial policy interventions”.

Based on those concepts, Biggiero defines network
as “a set of connected elements”, and concentrates on
networks of firms, called hypernetworks. Clearly, this
vantage point bring forth the concepts of density or
centrality ratio, size, structural equivalence, etc., as the
research agenda relevant for IDs. “IDs are regional hy-
pernetworks”, concludes Biggiero.

(2) Luciano Pilotti takes a different view of IDs,
based on learning, knowledge and neural networks
thinking. The process of internalization of cognitive
and coordinative competencies is viewed to be at the
core of IDs performance through innovation. Pilotti
views IDs to be “multilevel neural networks”, using
sources, poles, nodes and promoters as descriptive
tools. In this view, actors are oriented to build a com-
munity of learning, reducing transaction costs, produc-
ing new knowledge through innovation and sharing
values.

Pilotti’s networks are dynamic, thriving on dynamic
learning processes, systems innovation and technolog-
ical relationships evolution. Whether the cognitive di-
vision of labor (or the division of cognitive labor),
knowledge and its coordination are at the core on IDs
as neural networks.

(3) Sergio Albertiniexpands on similar themes: net-
working, knowledge and learning. Interestingly, like
the two previous authors, he also refers to the network
economy as “post-fordism”. Albertini notes the de-
creased relevance of the division of labor and stresses
the importance of “interaction” of actors and corpora-
tions. He prefers using networking to network, stress-
ing theprocessof networking as a proper object of in-
quiry, rather than measurable structures and outcomes,
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or “static structural characteristics”, as he puts it. (He
also talks about the division of cognitive labor.)

Knowledge now becomes “produced”, acquires con-
textuality and the knowledge production process com-
plements the production process. The notion of “cir-
cular process of knowledge transformation” emerges.
Rather than morphological features of networks, Al-
bertini stresses specific process of coordination and the
principle of self-organization as the two most distinc-
tive aspects of IDs as networks.

(4) Giancarlo Corò and Roberto Grandinettiaban-
don the neo-Marshallian notion of district as a closed
local network, and explicitly recognize the role of
globalization in continually producing, maintaining
and degrading “local” networks. This “opening up” of
local systems is a key transformation which they doc-
ument on a survey in nineteen industrial districts of
Italy.

“The ability to self-generate the human, financial
and cognitive resources required for its own reproduc-
tion”, is a distinguishing feature of ID according to
these authors. This brings it closer to the Silicon Valley
experience and thus crosses the conceptual boundaries
of Italy.

The delocalization, extending the value chain (into
network) and the evolution of human resources through
horizontal (rather than vertical) cooperation are some
of the other carrying ideas of this article.

(5) Maurizio Mistri focuses on the problems ofgov-
ernanceof industrial districts in Italy. What are the
roles of local governments, local cultures, local so-
cial organizations in the development of IDs? Can law,
government and political institutions help to initiate,
promote, enhance and maintain the ID experience?
These issue are very important if we consider the is-
sues of transfer, replication and triggering the ID expe-
rience in different contexts. Mistri talks about “collec-
tive organisms and systems of rules” rather than net-
works.

Analysis of the Law 317/91 leads Mistri to conclude
that “no administrative authority can give birth to a dis-
trict, just as it cannot prevent it from dying”. ID is not
an area or network, but a dynamic socioeconomic real-
ity.

(6) Ivana Panicciais attempting to measure perfor-
mance as well as socioeconomic structure of twenty
four IDs in Italy, in an effort to relate performance to
structural factors. To that purpose she uses definition
of ID as a “sociogeographical entity characterized by a
community of people and population of firms”.

Paniccia’s work towards establishing quantitative,
measurable and empirical dimensions of ID research

belongs among the pioneering ones, especially in terms
of including structural analysis. This represents exten-
sive effort: units of analysis, sample selection, opera-
tional definition of ID, collection of data, interviews,
calculation of indexes and multivariate analysis: Pan-
iccia has absorbed the entire methodology.

Her results seem to encourage that superior perfor-
mance is not strongly linked to specific structures, but
rather to their (more general) dynamic, circular and
cyclical processes of transformation.

7. Fiorenza Belussistudies two specific industrial
districts: one older, based on path-dependency, con-
tinually reproducing itself and diffusing stable knowl-
edge, the other, newer, based on rapid growth and gen-
erative learning, producing new and contextual tech-
nical knowledge, continually and originally redefining
itself.

The problem is clear: a sociogeographical defini-
tion of ID can hide and subsume two fundamentally
different organizational patterns under the same um-
brella. There is a possibility that global-networks and
IT-based network economies à la “Silicon Valley” are
different “animals” from the original Marshallian IDs
of Italy.

Belussi has undertaken an extensive empirical study,
exploring the roles of knowledge production, evolution
of local structures and that of local institutions. Again,
circular flows of knowledge production emerge as a
potent, modern conceptual tool. How can two, initially
quite similar local systems, diverge along so very dif-
ferent rules? They probably were notthat similar to
begin with.

Overall, these seven articles represent crucial evolu-
tion from static and structural to dynamic and organi-
zational thinking and view of IDs in Italy.

2. Autopoiesis of SME networks

A still unexplored issue concerns theautopoiesis
(self-production) of SME networks as they become
embedded in global network economy. These networks
are not stationary and do not resemble fixed infras-
tructure, wired linkages or mathematical constructs.
Their nodes are not fixed and their linkages cannot
be “counted”. These dynamic networks are in constant
flux, their nodes being continually created, degraded
and displaced, their connections being continually re-
defined, reconfigured and redirected.

The industrial districts (IDs) of Italy are still un-
determined with respect to what lies at the core of
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Fig. 1. Industrial-district formation along the value chain.

their success. Many causes, aspects and attributes have
been advanced: socio-territorial cohesiveness, flexi-
ble specialization [4], family+ trust relationship,
self-organization, shared knowledge, etc. Although all
these characteristics are undoubtedly descriptive and
important, they could well be the outcomes or effects
rather than the core causes of ID’s success.

The answer appears to lie in the mastering and con-
trolling the customer-suplier value chain, the whole
production process. The ID small businesses are not
just market-scattered competing clusters, nor are they
simple appendices to large companies and conglom-
erates. Instead, they increasingly respond to customer
markets directly, through activating linkages most suit-
able for specific customization. They emerge, persist
and disintegrate according to the alternative and requi-
site manifestations of customer-supplier value chain.

In Fig. 1, the string of small businesses covering
the defining (initial) value chain is sketched. As the
alternative chains develop (in response to new cus-
tomers, technologies or products/services), like I and
II in the picture, the original businesses do not “cover”
all activities of new chain-processes. A room for new
business or business expansion-reengineering is thus
open and flexibly filled. Some original companies, un-
able to adapt, may go out of business, their knowl-
edge agents absorbed into newly emerging units. As
long as SME network responds and “covers” the ever-
changing chains, the network remains self-organizing
(autopoietic) and self-sustaining.

It is the chain or process induced productive synergy
which distinguishes SME network from a simple col-
lection of independent businesses.

Such networks of small businesses represent a newly
emerging mode of production, eminently suited to
global competition, innovation, flexibility and knowl-
edge production – they could become autopoietic
(self-producing) and thus self-sustainable in an ever-
changing global environment.

Autopoietic organization can be defined as a net-
work of interactions and processes, involving at least:

(1) Production (poiesis): the rules and regulations
governing the entry of new components, such
as emergence, input, birth, membership, accep-
tance.

(2) Bonding (linkage): the rules governing asso-
ciations, arrangements, manufactures, functions
and positions of components during their tenure
within the organization.

(3) Degradation (replenishment): the rules and pro-
cesses associated with the termination of mem-
bership, like death, separation, consumption, out-
put and expulsion.

In Fig. 2, the above three poietic processes are con-
nected into acycle of self-production. Observe that all
such circularly concatenated processes represent pro-
ductions of components necessary for the subsequent
processes, not only the one labeled as “production”.
Although in reality hundreds of processes could be so
interconnected, the above three-process model repre-
sents the minimum conditions necessary for any au-
topoiesis to emerge.

An autopoietic system can thus be defined as a sys-
tem that is generated through a closed (circular) orga-
nization of production processes such that the same or-
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Fig. 2. Circular organization of interdependent processes and their
“productions”.

ganization of processes is regenerated through the in-
teractions of its own products (components), and its
boundary or distinction emerges as a result of the same
constitutive processes.

Autopoieticorganizationis an autonomous unity of
a networkof productions of components, that partici-
pate recursively in thesame networkof productions of
components, which produced these components, and
which realize such a network of productions as a unity
in the space in which the components exist.

3. Conclusion

It should become clear that SMEs are becoming
an integral part of a Network Economy [2] and are
no longer limited to Italy. American “Silicon Valley”,
Bavarian “Isar Valley”, Norwegian “Nordvest Forum”
plus a large number of SME networks in other regions,
from Australia to Spain, attest to the fact that the ad-
vances of the global economy bring forth theregional
advantage[5] and substantially enhanced regional au-
tonomy.

Although the process of globalization undoubtedly
brings forth more apparent centralization, suprana-
tional institutions and economic integration, it is also
accompanied by enhanced regional and local auton-
omy and empowerment.

The nation state is clearly in its decline and will
probably not recover. But supranational institutions,
promoted by increasingly disempowered nation-state
bureaucrats, are not going to take over. Paradoxically,
it is the region – a less artificial unit than either nation-
state or integrated suprastate – that is going to become
the natural unit of economic, political and cultural pro-
duction and activity.

For these reasons, Italian industrial districts are not
going to remain geographically and culturally embed-
ded phenomena, but are going to spill over, influence
and spread in hundreds of new and “untypical” forms
all over the world, including regions of Italy itself. It is
the Veneto, Orange County and Isar Valley where the
network-economy future lies.

Milan Zeleny
Fordham University, New York
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